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Required Software to complete exercise: 

 IGear V6.x - http://www.igearonline.com/ 

o Contact sales to get a demo version if you do not have it 

o For general tutorials -http://www.igearonline.com/training/tutorials 

o NOTE: I/Gear is 32-bit only at this time.  If you are using x64 Windows you will need to run IGear 

from inside a virtual machine on a 32-bit OS. 

 

 SQL Server Express with management tools - 

http://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver/en/us/editions/express.aspx 

o Free to use 

 

 PostCast SMTP Server - http://www.postcastserver.com/Download/ 

o Free to use 

 

This lesson requires a basic knowledge of SQL Server and the management console.  When setting up SQL Server 

the authentication must be set to mixed mode. 

 

Start by creating database in SQL Server called “IGearTestingDB”.  Create an SQL Server based login with an easy 

to remember user name and password.  Give it permissions for the IGearTestingDB.  Once the database is 

created and the logins have been created, run the script “IGearTestDB.SQL” to create the table, some data and a 

stored procedure that will be used for this lesson. 

 

Once the database is created, open up the IGear management console where we will first create a database 

datalink to connect to the datasource. 

 

 
Initial Blank Configuration 

 

  

http://www.igearonline.com/
http://www.igearonline.com/training/tutorials
http://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver/en/us/editions/express.aspx
http://www.postcastserver.com/Download/
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Right mouse click to create the database datalink. 
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Give it an appropriate name 

 

 
Choose the SQL Server Driver 

 

 
Select server from pull down and the proper database 
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You can test the connection and it should succeed 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Once configured the console should resemble the above 
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Now create an input command under the SQL Server datalink 
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This will be a simple time based query to poll the table for new data 

 

 
To make the operation efficient we will use a Stored Procedure from the database 

 

 
This database only has one to choose from, igsp_EmailAlarms 
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The stored procedure has a required parameter.  Press the ellipsis to the left of the field to use the DataPoint 

Tree browser.  Note, when a button is not available F-7 will bring up the DataPoint Tree browser in most other 

windows. 
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After creating the database input command, right mouse click on the DataPoints folder under the input 

command to map the database fields to datapoints. 
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This window can be used to format the data if needed.  To reference the datapoint information use the {ME} 

identifier. 

 

 
 

Repeat the create DataPoint steps to also add the following columns: 

 SomeData 

 SomeText 

 TriggerColumn 
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Now we need to create the email datalink. 

 

 
Right Mouse Click and select the new Datalink… menu item 

 

 
Select the E-mail datalink 
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If running SMTP server local you can use local host.  With VMWare 7.1 for my Guest OS I had to use the IP 

address instead of localhost (when using the PostCast Server from within the VM). 

 

Now we need to add the Output data command. 

 

Right mouse click on the Output command folder under the new E-mail datalink and create a new output 

command.  The trigger for this will use a custom trigger so that the e-mail is only sent when records are returned 

from the database. 
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For this trigger to work we need to make sure it returned records and that the data has been refreshed.  So, we 

will be using the custom trigger.  The Refresh on the datapoint will cause the trigger to evaluate the expression 

when the database input command is executed.  Then we also have the dummy column in the database to check 

against to make sure records were returned. 

 

Inside this dialog we can also use the F-7 key to bring up the datapoint browser. 
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Now we can configure the message and include the data from the alarm query.  Again, use the F-7 key to bring 

up the datapoint browser.  Note above that this can use HTML formatting within this portion of the wizard.  The 

“<br>” HTML tag adds a return to the email body.  The series of “=” characters is used to provide a visual break 

in the e-mail.  If multiple records are returned by the alarm query, each alarm will create a new record in the e-

mail body.  An example of this will be shown later.  Also, you may need to guard against retrieving too many 

records if this could be a potential issue. 
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Now that the e-mail output is defined we need to test it.  So, we will unpause the e-mail output command. 

 
Right mouse click and select the checked Pause to unpause the command. 

 

Now the GetNewAlarms command needs to be triggered.  It can remain paused so that it will only “fire” when 

we want it to. 

 
Right mouse click on the GetNewAlarms command and select the Execute option.  If everything has been 

configured properly you should see the success under the Statistics in the tree under the input command. 
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The statistics area is a very helpful debug tool that returns quite a bit of useful information with regards to 

execution time, data returned and of course failure information if it does not succeed. 

 

 

Now go to the statistics for the SendAlarms command under the Email datalink and you should also see a 

success status there also. 
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Now also looking at the PostCast server we should see the email in the queue. 

 

 
 

 
 

Now we can see how the data is formatted when multiple records are returned for the e-mail body. 
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The stored procedure is currently setup to not mark the records as sent, so you can test until you get the email 

functioning successfully.  If it is working we can now modify the stored procedure to mark the email as 

processed.  Open the SQL Server Management Studio and connect to the database server that you are testing 

against.  Right mouse click on the stored procedure and select modify. 

 

 
 

 
 

Remove the double dashes on the last two statements to uncomment those lines. 
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Now execute the modified procedure to update the stored procedure by pressing the Execute button at the top 

of the SQL Server Management Studio. 

 

Now when you execute the GetNewAlarms input command it will retrieve the records only once after the stored 

procedure has been modified.  The next execution will not return any records. 

 

 

 

 


